
Simple, effective, and highly personalized 

training that your team will love 

Drive User Productivity

Cut Costs on IT Support

Big Cloud empowers your users 

with the skills they need to be more 
productive than ever.

Big Cloud enables you to cut help-

desk costs and reduce ticket and 

call volumes.

Big Cloud’s Office 365 training solution empowers your team 

to be more successful with less effort  

Discover an unparalleled Office 365 

training experience from the basics of 

getting started to becoming a power user.

Maximize ROI on Software Spend

Big Cloud helps your team to get 

the most out of your technology 

investments.

Simplify Digital Transformation

Big Cloud unites people and 

knowledge to help users adapt to 

changes in the workplace. 

Go beyond simple feature and function guides with:


Industry Vertical

Training 
How-to Guides, 

Tips & Tricks


Business Scenario 

Training 
Role Based

Training
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Personalized Training Portals

Different users on your team have different 

training needs.

With persona driven portals, each user will 

experience interactive training that is tailored just 

for them and their needs.

Robust and Flexible Training

Big Cloud moves beyond traditional video-only 

training that can be lengthy, ineffective, and 

frustrating to your users.  

We accommodate the different learning styles 

of your team by supporting all types of online 

content – including interactive walk-throughs, 

how to guides, videos, and more.

Industry leading productivity solutions in Office 365 deserve 

industry leading training with Big Cloud

Analytics for Tracking and 

Reporting 

Big Cloud transforms usage reports into 

actionable insights on how your team is 

adapting to change and where they need 

additional help.

Guided Learning Paths

With structured learning paths, Big Cloud 

guides your users through every step of their 

learning journey from first steps of on-

boarding to becoming a power user.
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